Articles are a kind of adjective. The most common articles are a and an. The word a is used before words that begin with a consonant sound. The word an is used before words that begin with a vowel sound.

**NASA built a rocket to lift cargo into space.**
Since the word rocket begins with a consonant, you use the word a.

**Would you like to go on an adventure in space?**
Since the word adventure begins with a vowel, you use the word an.

Write the word a or an on each blank line below.

1. Neil Armstrong was ______ astronaut who walked on the moon.

5. ______ American flag was placed on the moon.

6. ______ asteroid is a large rock that floats in space.

7. The sun is ______ star.

8. The astronauts will repair ______ satellite.

9. The captain of the space shuttle wore ______ orange suit.

10. You can use ______ telescope to look at objects in space.
Articles are a kind of adjective. The most common articles are **a** and **an**. The word **a** is used before words that begin with a consonant sound. The word **an** is used before words that begin with a vowel sound.

**NASA built a rocket to lift cargo into space.**  
Since the word rocket begins with a consonant, you use the word **a**.

**Would you like to go on an adventure in space?**  
Since the word adventure begins with a vowel, you use the word **an**.

Write the word **a** or **an** on each blank line below.

1. Neil Armstrong was **an** astronaut who walked on the moon.

5. **An** American flag was placed on the moon.

6. **An** asteroid is a large rock that floats in space.

7. The sun is **a** star.

8. The astronauts will repair **a** satellite.

9. The captain of the space shuttle wore **an** orange suit.

10. You can use **a** telescope to look at objects in space.